INTRODUCTION
The notions of closure system and closure operator are very useful tools in several areas of classical mathematics. As an example, we may quote the Ž . following closure systems and the related closure operators :
ᎏthe class of closed subsets of a given topological space; ᎏthe class of substructures of a given algebraic structure; ᎏthe class of filters of a given Boolean algebra; ᎏthe class of convex subsets of a given Euclidean space; ᎏthe class of theories of a given deductive system. This led several authors to investigate the closure systems and the closure operators in the framework of fuzzy set theory. The resulting researches give an elegant and powerful treatment of notions such as those of fuzzy Ž w x subalgebras, necessity measures, and envelopes for example, see 1᎐4 and w x.
.
Ž . Ž . Let S be any set, and denote by P P S and F F S the class of the subsets and the class of the fuzzy subsets of S, respectively. In this paper we propose an ''extension principle'' enabling us to extend any classical Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . operator J: P P S ª P P S to an operator J *: F F S ª F F S in such a way that J * is a closure operator if and only if J is a closure operator. Also, we examine a related ''extension principle'' to extend a class C C of subsets of S in a class C C* of fuzzy subsets of S in such a way that C C* is a closure system if and only if C C is a closure system. This enables us to restate in a uniform way several basic notions in fuzzy set theory, such as the natural fuzzy topologies, fuzzy subalgebras, necessity measures, and fuzzy convex subsets.
PRELIMINARIES
Ž . In the following we adopt the convention that, if S, F , 0, 1 is an ordered set with minimum 0 and maximum 1, then the least upper bound of the empty class is 0 and the greatest lower bound is 1, that is Ž . Ž . w x Sup л s 0 and Inf л s 1. We denote by U the real interval 0, 1 , and, if and are elements of U, we set Given a set S, we call a fuzzy subset of S any map s: S ª U and we denote Ž . Ž w x. by F F S the class of fuzzy subsets of S Zadeh 16 . We say that s is crisp Ž . Ä 4 Ž . provided that s x g 0, 1 for every x g S. We identify the class P P S of all subsets of S with the class of the crisp fuzzy subsets by associating to Ž . every X g P P S the related characteristic function . So, we identify S X and л with the map constantly equal to 1 and 0, respectively. Let s and sЈ be two fuzzy subsets; we then say that s is contained in sЈ or that s is a Ž . Ž . part of sЈ and we write s : sЈ provided that s x F sЈ x for any x g S. Ž .Ž . Also, the union s j sЈ is the fuzzy subset defined by setting s j sЈ x s Ž . 
or, dually,
In the following, given a subset X of S and g U, we denote by n X and k X the fuzzy subsets defined by if
Ž . respectively. By such notations we may rewrite 2.1 and 2.2 respectively by
.1 suggests that we may associate to any order-reversing family Ž . C of subsets of S a fuzzy subset s as follows: 
Proof.
We have
is order-reversing then C has no relevance in 
FUZZY CLOSURE OPERATORS

Ž
. Ž . Recall that, given a set S, a classical closure operator in P P S is a map Ž . Ž . J: P P S ª P P S such that, for every X and Y subset of S,
A collection C C of subsets of S is a closure system if the intersection of any family of elements of C C is an element of C C. In particular, since S is the intersection of the empty family, S g C C.
The extension of such concepts to fuzzy set theory is straightforward. We call fuzzy operator, in brief operator, Ž . Ž . any map J from F F S to F F S and we say that J is a fuzzy closure operator, in brief a closure operator, provided that
Likewise, a class C C of fuzzy subsets of S is called a fuzzy closure system, in brief a closure system, if the intersection of any family of elements of C C is an element of C C. Now, it is well known that if J is a closure operator, then the set
J is a closure system and, if C C is a closure system, then by setting
we obtain a closure operator J . The following proposition shows that 
Ž . prove that J s J it suffices to observe that, given a fuzzy set s, J s is the
EXTENDING CLASSICAL CLOSURE OPERATORS AND SYSTEMS
In this section we will propose an extension principle for classical Ž . Ž . closure operators. Namely, given a classical operator J: P P S ª P P S we Ž . Ž . extend it in a fuzzy operator J *: F F S ª F F S by setting, for every 
Ž . This proves that J * s is the characteristic function of J X and therefore that J * is an extension of J. Assume that J is a closure operator, then it is Ž . immediate that J * is increasing. To prove that J * s = s, observe that,
. To prove that J * J * s s J * s , we observe that every cut C J* s , is a fixed point for J. Indeed, the intersection of a class of fixed points is a
Note that there are extensions of a classical closure operator that are not canonical extensions. For example, let L be a subset of U closed with respect to the meets and containing 0 and 1, and consider the fuzzy
Given a class C C of subsets of S, we set
So, in a sense, C C* coincides with the class of the continuous chains of elements of C C. It is easily proven that C C* is an extension of C C, namely that C C coincides with the class of crisp elements of C C*. We say that C C* is the canonical extension of C C.
PROPOSITION 4.2. C C* is a fuzzy closure system if and only if C C is a closure system.
Ž .
Proof. Let C C be a closure system and s be any family of elements
proves that C C* is a closure system. The converse implication is trivial.
The following proposition shows that the notions of canonical extension of a closure system and canonical extension of a closure operator are strictly related in accordance with the following diagrams 4.3 . Let C C be a closure system and J the closure operator
Let J be a closure operator and C C the related closure system, then
Conversely, for every sЈ g C C* such that s : sЈ and g U we have 4.5 , observe that by setting in 4.4 C C s C C we obtain
½ f J*¨x otherwise.
Ž .
while the remaining cases are immediate.
.
As an example, let f x s и x q where ) 0, G 0, and q F 1, then
½ иJ *¨x q otherwise.
Ž .Ž .
COROLLARY 4.5. For e¨ery subset X and g U,
and, by setting X s S and s the map constantly equal to , In 4.7 set¨equal to the characteristic function of X, and s 0.
As a consequence, for e¨ery fixed point¨of J *, f (¨is a fixed point, too.
Moreover, a closure system C C of subsets of S is called algebraic if the union of every chain of elements of C C belongs to C C. It is immediate to prove that, for every closure system C C, J is algebraic m C C is algebraic.
C C
and that, for every closure operator J, J is algebraic m C C is algebraic.
J
In this section we will examine the canonical extensions of the algebraic operators.
Ž .
EXAMPLES OF CANONICAL EXTENSIONS
In this section we will expose some examples of canonical extensions.
The Natural Fuzzy Topologies. A typical example of a nonalgebraic classical closure system is furnished by the class C C of the closed sets of a Ž . topological space. Namely, if S, is a topological space, we denote by C C Ž . the class of the closed subsets in S, and therefore, for every subset X Ž . of S, by J X the topological closure of X. It is immediate to see that the C C canonical extension C C* of C C coincides with the class of the upper Ä 4 semicontinuous fuzzy subsets. Now, the class * s s N ys g C C* is a fuzzy w x topology that was examined in Conrad 6 
Ž .
The natural fuzzy topologies enable us to show that in 4.2 we cannot set equality in the place of inclusion, in general. Indeed, let be the usual w x w x w x topology in the interval 0, 1 and let s: 0, 1 ª 0, 1 be the fuzzy subset Ž . Ž . defined by setting s x s x if x / 1 and s x s 0 if x s 1. Since, for every
Rough Sets. Let ' be an equivalence relation in a set S, and, for w x every x g S, denote by x the complete class of equivalence modulo ' . Then, the upper approximation of a subset X of S is the set w x
The lower approximation is defined by setting
It is immediate that L X s yU yX and that U is a closure operator.
Ž . Also, by setting, for every X, Y g P P S ,
Ž . we are able to extend ' to P P S . We call rough set any equivalence class Ž w x. modulo ' see Pawlak 13 . Now it is immediate to prove that the canonical extension of U can be obtained by the formula
Ž . On the other hand, it is natural to define L* by setting L* s equal to the Ž . complement of the fuzzy subset U* ys and therefore to set
Such definitions suggest the possibility of defining a theory of the fuzzy Ž . rough subsets. Indeed, we define in F F S an equivalence relation by setting
Ž . for every s , s g F F S and we call rough fuzzy subset any class of equiva- 1 2 lence.
Con¨ex fuzzy subsets.
Assume that C C is the class of convex subsets of a Ž . Euclidean space ‫ޅ‬ and therefore that, for every subset X of ‫,ޅ‬ J X is If ‫ޅ‬ is the real line, the convex fuzzy subsets are known under the name of con¨ex fuzzy numbers. Simple calculations enable us to prove that the Ž . convex fuzzy number J s generated by s is given by 
. we may conclude that C J¨, 1 / J C¨, 1 .
C C C C
Generalized Necessities. Let B be a Boolean algebra with minimum 0 and maximum 1 and assume that C C is the class of filters B and therefore, Ž . for every X : B, that J X is the filter generated by X. It is well known C C that C C is an algebraic closure system and therefore that J is an algebraic C C closure operator. We call fuzzy filters the elements of C C* and therefore, Ž . for every fuzzy subset s of B, J s is the fuzzy filter generated by s. Now, C C * recall that a generalized necessity is any map n: B ª U such that n 1 s 1; n x n y s n x n n y ,
Ž w x. for every x, y g B see Biacino and Gerla 3 . The name ''generalized necessity'' is justified by the fact that the generalized necessities n for Ž . Ž which n 0 s 0 are known in literature under the name of necessities see w x. Dubois and Prade 8 . 
Let n be a fuzzy filter, then, since C n, 1 is a filter, 1 g C n, 1 Ž . Ž . Ž . and therefore n 1 s 1. Also, given x, y g B, set s n x n n y , then, Ž . Ž . since x and y are elements of the filter C n, , x n y g C n, and Ž . Ž . Ž . therefore n x n y G s n x n n y . On the other hand, if we set s Ž . Ž . Ž . n x n y , since x G x n y and x n y g C n, , x g C n, , and therefore Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . n x G s n x n y . Likewise one proves that n y G n x n y and Ž . Ž . Ž . therefore n x n n y G n x n y .
Ž . Conversely, assume that n is a generalized necessity, then, since n 1 s 1,
Ž . and y G x, then n x s n x n y s n x n n y and therefore n y G Ž . Ž . Ž . n x . Then y g C n, and therefore C n, is a filter. This proves that n is a fuzzy filter. Other interesting applications can be obtained by applying the extension principle to the deduction operators of the classical deductive systems. The w x resulting fuzzy logics are extensively examined in 10 .
Ž PROPOSITION 6.4. For e¨ery fuzzy subset s the fuzzy filter that is, the . Ž . generalized necessity J s generated by s is gi¨en by
C C * Sup s x n иии n s x N x n иии n x F x if z / 1 Ä 4 Ž . Ž . 1 m 1 m J s x s Ž .Ž . C C* ½ 1 i f z s 1 . 6.3 Ž .
If s is consistent, that is, a necessity containing s exists, then the abo¨e formula gi¨es the necessity generated by s.
Ž . Ä 4
ANOTHER EXAMPLE: THE FUZZY SUBALGEBRAS
Ž .
In the following A A s ‫,ށ‬ ‫,ވ‬ ‫ރ‬ denotes an algebraic structure, where ‫ށ‬ is the domain, ‫ވ‬ is the set of operations on ‫,ށ‬ and ‫ރ‬ : ‫ށ‬ is the set of constants. Assume that C C is the class of subalgebras of A A, where, if there is no constant the empty subset is considered as a subalgebra, then C C is an Ž . algebraic closure system and, for every subset X of ‫,ށ‬ J X is the C C subalgebra of A A generated by X. In accordance with the literature, we ² :
Ž . write X instead of J X . Then, the elements of C C* are the fuzzy 
if and only if an nary p g Pol A A exists such that x s
1 n Ž . Formula 7.1 becomes very simple if we consider classes of algebraic structures in which the polynomial function can be reduced to a canonical ² : form. As an example, if A A is a semigroup then the fuzzy subsemigroup s generated by s is obtained by
² :
If A A is a group then the fuzzy subgroup s generated by s is given by 
FUZZY CLOSURE SYSTEM ASSOCIATED WITH A FAMILY OF CLOSURE SYSTEMS
Ž .
Very simple examples of closure systems in P P S are obtained by Ž . considering the principal filters in the lattice P P S , that is, classes such as
where A is any fixed subset of S. Likewise, examples of fuzzy closure Ž . systems are furnished by the principal filters in the lattice F F S , that is classes as
where¨is any fixed fuzzy subset of S. Now, are such fuzzy closure systems canonical extensions of a classical one? As a matter of fact, the answer is negative everywhere¨is not crisp. Indeed, the class of crisp elements of Ä Ž . Ž .4 Ž . C C coincides with C C s X g P P S N X = Supp¨and since Supp¨is noẗ Ž . contained in C¨, 1 ,¨f C C*. In spite of that, it is possible to obtain C C bÿ Ž . Ä Ž .4 a formula very like to formula 4.3 . In fact, if we set C C s X N X = C¨,
is an order-preserving family of closure systems such that
This suggests the following definition.
be a family of closure systems and set
Ž . then we say that C C is the fuzzy closure system associated to C C .
g U This terminology is justified by the following proposition showing that C C is a closure system. PROPOSITION 8.2 . The class C C of fuzzy subsets associated with a family Ž .
C C
of closure systems is a fuzzy closure system.
i i Ž . Obviously, 8.1 generalizes the formula for the canonical extension of a classical closure system. PROPOSITION 8.3 . Let C C be a fuzzy closure system, and set, for e¨ery g U,
is a family of closure systems.
be a family of elements of H H C C, , then a family 8.4 . Given a fuzzy closure system C C, we denote by C C* the Ž . fuzzy closure system associated with the family C C s H H C C, and we say that C C* is the fuzzy closure system associated with C C. In other words,
The following obvious proposition shows that such a notation is in Ž . accordance with formula 4.3 . PROPOSITION 8.5 . If C C is a classical closure system then the fuzzy closure Ž . system associated with C C by 8.3 coincides with the canonical extension of C C Ž . defined by 4.3 . PROPOSITION 8.6 . Let C C, C C , and C C be fuzzy closure systems; then
Moreo¨er, C C s C C* m C C is associated with a family of closure systems.
Proof. Properties i , ii , and iii are obvious. Assume that C C is Ž . associated with the family C C of closure systems, then if s g C C*, for
. the other hand, since s g C C, C s , g C C and this proves that s g C C.
Ž .
Thus C C* : C C and by i we may conclude that C C* s C C. The converse part is immediate.
In the following, given any class D D of fuzzy subsets, we denote by D D the fuzzy closure system generated by D D, that is,
Also, we define the operator Q by setting PROPOSITION 8.7 . Let C C be a fuzzy closure system, then C C* : Q C C Ž .
Ž Ž .. and, if H H C C,
is an order-preser¨ing family, we ha¨e C C* s Q C C , Ž .
gU Ž . that is, C C* is equal to the fuzzy closure system generated by Q C C .
Proof. Recall that
is an order-preserving family, then since
is an order-preser¨ing family, then Propositions 8.6 and 8.7 , C C :
gU order-preserving and that C C s C C*, then by Proposition 8.7 C C s Q C C .
Ž . PROPOSITION 8.9 . Assume that the closure system, C C, is associated with Ž . an order-preser¨ing family C C of classical closure systems. Then,
for e¨ery g U.
. that H H C C, : C C , to prove the converse inclusion, let X be an element of C C and consider the fuzzy subsets s s k . We have that
Ž . So, s belongs to C C and this proves 8.5 .
X
Ž .
Observe that 8.5 does not hold, in general. As a matter of fact such an equality is equivalent to saying that
EXAMPLES. Let S be an Euclidean space, S S the class of closed subsets, and R R the class of closed convex subsets of S. Since R R : S S , we obtain an Ž . order-preserving family C C by setting
If C C is the fuzzy closure system associated with this family then s g C C if Ž . Ž . and only if C s, is closed and convex if F 0.5 and C s, is closed otherwise. In accordance with Proposition 8.6 and 8.7 , C C s C C* s Q C C .
Note that C C extends the class of the closed and convex subsets of S. Now, Ž . let us change R R with S S in defining C C , that is, set
Ž
. Such a family is order-reversing and s g C C if and only if C s, is closed if F 0.5 and closed and convex otherwise. Also in this case C C is an extension of the class of the closed and convex subsets of E. Obviously, C C s C C*. We claim that
Ž . Ž .
Indeed, let X and Y be two disjoint closed subsets such that Y is convex and define s by
. then X is closed and convex and therefore X g C C and X g H H C C, . If F 0.5, it is immediate that n X is an element of C C such that Ž . Ž . XsCnX , and therefore X g H H C C, . w x Set S s 0, 1 and let, for every g U, C C equal the closure system Ä w x 4 л, , 1 , S and denote by C C the related fuzzy closure system. The family Ž . C C is neither order-preserving nor order-reversing and we claim that
Indeed, at first observe that the empty set and the identity map id: U ª U Ž . are elements of C C. Then, the fuzzy subset s s C id, k belongs to 
Ž .
Proof.
Recall that by 3.3 of Proposition 3.1 the closure system corresponding to closure operator J is C C . As a consequence, by applying C C Ž . Proposition 9.4 to the family J , we obtain that J s J and there-
. Given a fuzzy closure operator J, we may define a family K J, gU of operators by setting
If we interpret J as a deduction operator, then K J, X is the set of formulas that are consequences at degree of the formulas in X assumed at degree . The following proposition shows that K and H H are related in accordance with the following diagrams.
is a family of closure operators. Namely, we ha¨e
H HŽC C ,.
J
Gi¨en a fuzzy closure system C C, we ha¨e
Ž . To prove 9.4 , we apply 9.3 to the fuzzy closure operator J by
Ž . that is equivalent to 9.4 . We conclude this section by noting that, like the fuzzy closure systems, given a fuzzy closure operator J it is possible to build up a new fuzzy Ž Ž .. closure operator J * by applying Definition 9.2 to the family K J, . 
Ž .
Ž . defines a closure operator J : P P S ª P P S . The idea is that x F z means that x entails z. Now, we can extend the notion of preorder as Ž . w x follows. A fuzzy preorder relative to n is a fuzzy relation I: S = S ª 0, 1 in S such that 
P L L Ž . Ž . J X is named the least Herbrand model for P containing X and J 0 P P the least Herbrand model for P; we denote it by M . The Herbrand models P of P coincide with the fixed points of J , obviously.
P
Passing to the fuzzy framework, we call fuzzy program any fuzzy subset p Ž . of definite program clauses. Now, for every g U the cut C p, is a classical program and we may consider the closure operator J s J C Ž p, . defined by this program and the related class C C of Herbrand models.
Ž . Ž .
Then, it is natural to consider the fuzzy closure operator J : F F B ª F F B P l l
